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Narratives of Difference in an Age of Austerity is about how narrative strategies by the
Conservative-led coalition government is framing austerity policies in the UK. To illustrate this
process, the book applies techniques of narrative analysis to the government’s policy documents
and its legislative agenda. More specifically, Irene Gedalof’s detailed examination of policy
documents and political discourses explores the political consequences of austerity narratives
for women, racialised minorities and disabled people. In doing so, she shows how the austerity
discourse presents gender, race, ethnicity and disability as burdens that are too great for the
austere state to bear, and how such narratives systematically alter the very foundation on which
the policies of inequality and difference have been developed.

I am delighted that the series Thinking Gender in Transnational Times has chosen to publish this
book on the financial and material pressures in which millions of people in the UK live. These
pressures and conditions of increasing poverty have been brought about by the view—endorsed
across much of the political class—that ‘austerity’ is necessary to reduce the UK’s budget deficit.
Gedalof does not enter into detail the dubious arguments about the need for this policy; rather,
in the book’s eight chapters, the author carefully examines the ways in which ‘austerity’ has
been legitimated. Crucial to austerity politics, Gedalof points out in Chapter 2, is the
undermining of a commitment to social equality. As she writes, austerity policies suggest that
‘equality is something that businesses, the economy and the state simply can’t afford’ (p. 35).

Chapters 3 and 4 explore the ways in which both this idea and the increasing refusal of particular
vulnerabilities (disability and unemployment, for example) come together to form narratives
wherein the individual with needs is conjured as fully able. Gedalof quotes the Centre for Social
Justice, a conservative think tank, stating that in ‘not expecting people who can work to do so,
the Government is failing the very people it claims to be helping’ (p. 61). Gedalof reveals that to
formulate the introduction of policies that increase the disadvantages of the already
disadvantaged as an act of retribution, with a mea culpa of government, ‘guilt’ is foundational
to the legitimation of cuts in welfare benefits.

In Chapters 4, 5 and 6, Gedalof discusses distinct groups in the British population who have
been, in various ways, the focus of narratives that redefine their situation. In all cases, what
comes across clearly in Gedalof’s account is the extent to which these groups (e.g., the disabled,
unemployed, so-called ‘problem’ families) are being presented by the government as in need of
the kind of consideration often invoked for children and criminals: punishment ‘for your own
good’. What this does is seek to enlarge popular tolerance for punitive policies and to establish
moralising discourses that separate the ‘good’ from the ‘bad’.
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The considerable and considered detail with which Gedalof sets out about analysing recent government
policies in specific contexts is placed against the background of the ‘we are all in this together’ rhetoric
so beloved of the Conservative Party (whose instinct on almost every occasion demanding a narrative is
to turn to the rhetoric of Winston Churchill from the early days of World War II). In her concluding
chapter, Gedalof points out that ‘erasure of difference’ (p. 175) is an essential part of neo-liberal social
policies, which erase the differences of class, age, race and gender that make up our distinctive needs
and characteristics by advancing that we are all the same and that populations are only constituted as
‘the people’. However, as Gedalof convincingly argues in Chapter 4, in her discussion on the disabled and
the problems of embodiment, there are some differences that cannot be made to vanish.

One of the differences that might be brought out by further discussions of austerity politics is that of
care, as one of the most troubling aspects of the narratives legitimating austerity has been the
assumption of the independent and autonomous subject: the person who at all times and in all
circumstances is available for paid work in order to fulfil the increasingly demanding needs of the labour
market. Feminists have long attacked the assumption of the ‘hidden’ unpaid work of women in the 1942
Beveridge Report. In more recent years, Lisa McKenzie has written powerfully about the question of who
cares for working-class women, and Hilary Land and Isobel Quilter have written for the Women’s Budget
Group on the subject of gender and care. In her book, Gedalof articulates what now can only be described
as a wholesale refusal of women’s unpaid work—a refusal that most viciously impacts women in low-paid
and insecure employment. The work of all of these authors challenges the ‘care-free’ human being at the
centre of neo-liberal policies.

The harshness and the brutality directed towards millions of vulnerable people by austerity policies
demands a framing of new forms of resistance to interrupt this fantasy. As Gedalof makes clear in this
hugely important book, invalid, corrupt and vicious assertions have to be named as such.

Mary Evans
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